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Meeting Agenda 

SIGUCCS 2020 

- location, leadership (30 min) 
Conference RFP Report by City 

- Closed on the 20th of February 
- F&B volatility 
- (DAN) Confirm with John Otero 

- That RFP is closed 
 
Ideas for Conference budget/location 

- Sharing timing of conference with another SIG (like SIGITE) to defray F&B minimum 
- SIGITE is in October. Nebraska in 2020 

- 2019 is at Tacoma Convention Center 
- About 175 attendees 

 
Committee 

- Program Chairs 
- Misc Committee thoughts 

- Has responsibilities of Treasurer diminished? Should we reverse that? Dynamics 
vary by committee, too. 



- Side-effect of decreasing budget flexibility. Treasurer spends a lot of time 
saying “no” 

- Other roles that Treasurer can do/help with formally? 
- Registration 

- Co-Program Chairs roles 
- Purposely paired someone with more experience with someone who has 

done less 
- But this can lead to an imbalance 

- Do we want people to self-nominate? 
- Cultivating people for the future 

Historical Information from Conferences (60 min) 

- what to save from each conference (brainstorming, list making)  
Other examples (https://events.educause.edu/annual-conference/2018, HDI - no info, AAC&U - 
no info, https://www.highedweb.org/annual-conference/) 

- What we want to capture on a website before we take it down 
- Volunteer database (or equivalent functionality) 
- Program information 
- Recruitment tool for current conference 
- Dates and locations 

- Things we need to take down 
- Old registration pages 

- (Chester) Look into archiving options for past sites 
- How far back do we want to go? 

- 2 years? Fully live 
- Rest just a list of year and location 

- PDF of program of past conferences (how many?) 
- (Laurie) collect PDFs of past programs as much as possible 

- PDF of full conference site (but not published) 
- (Allan) - Operating Procedure for past sites 

 
- Volunteer database options? 

- Huge spreadsheet (very messy, but it would be something) 
- Sheet per year 

- (Dan & Laurie) will ask at SGB meeting  

By laws streamlining (30 min) 
 

 
 


